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Figure 1: Mr. Ismail Shahimi and Mr. Mir Fakhrudin from ERTA,
Filming the Exhibition at Mariam Girls High School.
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TEO TASHABOS EXHIBITION BACKGROUND
Exhibitions of Tashabos student-entrepreneurs’ products is one of Tashabos three major
activities (Tashabos teaching, Tashabos student-entrepreneurs’ products’ exhibitions, and
business proposal competitions) TEO implements. The objectives of exhibitions are to encourage
students to become self-reliant, create opportunities, attract markets for their products,
experience sales, and showcase their abilities. The Tashabos students are expected to be creative
and show innovation in their entrepreneurial efforts.
Exhibitions in Tashabos schools encourage students to use the Tashabos knowledge, skills,
attitude, management and leadership they learn, become entrepreneurs and invest in an
enterprise. They raise the students’ self-confidence and help them develop through learning
additional skills such as marketing and communication. Younger students visiting the exhibitions
are also inspired to study the Tashabos curriculum to gain the skills and confidence, and create
their own businesses and become entrepreneurs.

	
  

Figure 2: Handmade Afghan Dresses at Mariam Girls High School’s Products’ Exhibition
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MARIAM GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL TASHABOS EXHIBITION
TEO in collaboration with Mariam Girls High School (GHS) organized a Tashabos studententrepreneurs’ products’ exhibition on Tuesday, June 20, 2019. The exhibition was arranged on
the open ground of the school with larger number of participants and around 54 exhibition tables.
The young entrepreneurs placed their products on tables, all labeled with prices. Other students
and teachers came to the market as customers to browse and buy items they liked and needed.
TEO always invite nearby district educational directors and supervision members of every
schools to visit and see practical efforts of students. Fortunately, Ms. Nazo Barakzai, Supervision
Head of District 11 with her two supervision members, Ms. Razia, Zarmina and Ms. Naheed
attended the exhibition and talked with students, appreciated their works and efforts.
TEO also invited media as well to cover and broadcast the program highlighting Tashabos
student-entrepreneurs’ skills and efforts that Educational Radio Television (ERTA) accepted
TEO invitation. The ERTA reporters/TV crew came, filmed and covered the program as well as
interviewed the students. TEO program officer in her interview introduced Tashabos program
and provided detailed information to the TV crew on the interesting component the Tashabos
student-entrepreneurs’ products’ exhibition.
The Tashabos student-entrepreneurs in the Mariam Girls’ High School, displayed the following
products:
Afghan dresses, clothes, woven products such as baby shoes, cloths, hat, gloves, handicrafts, bed
sheet’s covers, decorated materials, arts, and foods stuff such as chips, juice, Samosas, Manto,
sweets and pickles. The Tashabos teachers and school administration were key to the wellorganized exhibition. In the exhibition, around 200 Tashabos student-entrepreneurs’ participated.
The exhibition helped the students-entrepreneurs to experience market and they were able to sell
their products worth AFN. 28,640.

	
  

	
  

Figure 3: The Tashabos Student-Entrepreneurs with their Products are Waiting to Welcome Students of
All Grades in the Mariam Girls High School to Visit the Exhibition as Customers and do Shopping, which
they did Worth AFN.28,640
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SAMPLE PHOTOS OF OTHER TASHABOS HIGH SCHOOLS’ EXGIBATIONS

	
  

	
  

Figure 4: ERTV Crew Filming the Tashabos Student-Entrepreneurs’ Products’ Exhibition in Lamay
Shaheed Girls’ High School
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Figure 5: Mr. Sardar Ali Shah, District Education Director Observing the Tashabos StudentEntrepreneurs’ Products’ Exhibition in Khowaja Abdullah Ansari Boys’ High School
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